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73.	Of course, that arose at once in regard to what
is called the Eight Hours Convention, did it not ?—
Yes.    It was not so much perhaps because it was
industrially backward,  but because  the   conditions
were perhaps more difficult, climatically and other
wise more difficult.
74.	I am using the phrase, I think, that is authori
tative ?—Yes.
75.	It is now the case that India has a permanent
place on the Governing Body of the International
Labour Organisation, is it not ?—That is so, yes.
 76.	I think the High Commissioner is the repre
sentative,   is  he   not,   at   the  moment ?—Sir   Atul
Chatter jee, yes.
 77.	Would it then be likely now that India will
itself propose  an advance on the lower standards
which are now accorded to her ?—As regards hours
of labour ?
 78.	As  regards   hours   of  labour   particularly,   of
course ;   but general Conventions can be adapted to
the conditions of what are called backward countries ?
—There has been no proposal officially for introducing
legislation   for   shorter   hours.    It  would   be   quite
within the powers of the Government to introduce
legislation themselves for shorter hours if they liked.
We have introduced the hours that we agreed to at
Washington, but that would not prevent the Govern
ment from shortening those hours by legislation if
they  could   carry  it  with  the  agreement  of  local
Governments and of the Assembly.
 79.	But to put India on an equality with Western
nations   in  the   eyes   of  the   International   Labour
Organisation it would require, of course, an agreed
amendment by all the Powers, would it not ?—Yes.
India  is   excepted.    If, the   exception   were   taken
away, we should have to fall into line with the general
hours, or else not ratify.
 80.	Is it the case that the International Labour
Office is now to be represented here for all India by a
local office ?—A local office, a correspondence office,
was started in Delhi a few weeks ago, which is iii
direct touch with the Labour Organisation.
 81.	There have always been local bureaux in the
provinces, have not there ?—Not labour bureaux in
every province.    Bombay has  a labour  bureau  of
its own.    They have reduced, it recently ;  it used to
oe bigger than  it is now.    Madras  has  a Labour
Commissioner, and Bengal has an organisation, but
not   every   province.     In   most   provinces   labour
matters are dealt with in the ordinary secretariat
82 They will furnish information, I suppose to the International Labour Office through the Government of India ?—Yes.
83. Is it the case (I will not go over all these tilings, of course) that in regard to the administration of the Acts rendered necessary by the Labour Con-w"*—- +he Government of India give any guarantee LY_^.^,ro?ff^ carrie<i out ? Does it inspect ". have responsibility carried *out to comply
notice that any proving wlfnot carrym^out one of   the   pnnciDles  to  wt-hvi-,   «,«*   ^"^    agreed   and
ild certainly
84. You are aware, are n
u, that any country ntion of tLTnte?
l Labour Conference, does not see to it that Pe™P   **? ? Camed °Ut' Can be Bought before the
£? ™ + v°Urt °f International Justice ?— Yes ^85. That has never been done to India, has it"?—
86   No, I know it has not.— We have always taken
e
the   principles  to  which   we
mterfer?	^ * le*islation
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 have to be passed and administered by the State or provincial authority ?—Yes.
 90.	India is  an exceptional case  and is  working
satisfactorily under another system ?—In practice we
consult local Governments in detail before we brief
our representatives at Geneva, and we know what
their views are before we subscribe to any Convention.
We get them to agree or, if they did not, we should
probably legislate over their heads and see the law
was observed.    In practically every case,  however,
we get agreement with local^ Governments as to the
policy which the Government of India should put
forward as their policy.
 91.	You are aware that originally the Governing
Body of the International Labour Office had as per
manent members only the six nations of principal
industrial importance ?—Yes.
 92.	And   therefore  the   admission   of   India   as   a
permanent member places her seventh in the order
of industrial importance in the whole world ?-—Yes.
 93.	Colonel Lane-Fox :   I suppose it is true to say
that since the Reforms labour questions have been
more gone into and labour has been more cared for
than before ?—I think that is undoubtedly the case.
I think this book is evidence of the greatly increased
interest in labour questions since the Reforms.
The Chairman :   It is a very interesting book from that point of view.
94.	Colonel Lane-Fox :    It has been suggested to
us  on several occasions  that   Irrigation,  instead  of
being a reserved subject, might be transferred.    What
would be the effect on the control that the Govern
ment of India has if that was made a transferred
subject ?—That   is   a   very   difficult   question.    Our
control is principally exorcised in two ways.     In the
first place, the Secretary of State and the Govern
ment of India acting for the Secretary of  State has
to give sanction to any project which costs more than
Rs. 50 lakhs.    A provincial Government, if it desires
to carry out an irrigation project costing more than
that,  has to send the project in detail up to the
Government of India, and the Government of India
has to send it on to the Secretary of State for his
sanction.    The  procedure  which has  been adopted
recently is that a  central Board  of Irrigation has
been formed,  consisting of our consulting engineer
and the chief engineers of all the provinces.    A scheme
of that kind is referred to a committee of that Board
consisting of our consulting engineer and two chief
engineers from  other provinces,   and  so there is a
second opinion which goes on to the Secretary of
State, either recommending acceptance or not of the
scheme.    I am dealing now purely with this question
of a second opinion on their schemes.    It is very
important, I think.
95.	How did you say that Board was formed ?—
It consists of the consulting engineer to the Govern
ment of India and the chief engineers of all the pro
vinces.    They form the Board.    The Board does not
meet as a Board,  but questions are referred to a
committee of the Board, for which the Government
of India lend their consulting engineer and two of
the provinces are asked to lend the sei vices of their
chief engineers,  to examine any particular scheme.
The Government of India had  correspondence with
the Secretary of State in 1926 on this question, and
they proposed  that this  50  lakhs  limit  should  be
abolished and that in future it should not be necessary
for local Governments to get further sanction for any
scheme, irrespective of its amount.    What we would
like to see is that this central Board of Irrigation
should be available as a second opinion in e^ery
case for local Governments, and perhaps for it in be'
made  obligatory that they  should  take  a  second
opinion in that way, but we think that the further
reference to the Secretary of State might be dispensed
Has that been turned down ?•—The Secretary oi otate did not turn it down, but he said he preferred not to pass orders until this Commission had reported.

